Hospital staff can disinfect all of their computer keyboards, tablets, mobile phones and so much more in just seconds.

Start sanitizing nursing station and clinic computer keyboards, phones, stethoscopes, clipboards, staplers, iPads, personal cell phones, pens, sphygmomanometer cuffs, countertops and so much more.

**UV DeskScan™ for Sanitizing Non-Critical Items**

**UV DeskScan** uses high-powered, environmentally-friendly Ultraviolet light to deactivate bacteria including staph and strep bacteria, MRSA, flu viruses and even C. diff. By distributing the right amount of UV light evenly across the surface, it effectively disinfects and eliminates more than 99.9% of the harmful germs, especially the ones that live in the nooks and crannies of medical computer keyboards and many other exposed items.

Traditional cleaning is just not enough and cannot begin to cleanse inside all the hidden spaces on computer keyboards and numerous medical instruments including many modern nursing station and medical office items. MRSA can stay alive on hard surfaces such as keyboards, hospital phones and more, for up to three months.

Ask about our new UV DeskScan Console

What does this mean to you? It means that hundreds of thousands of viruses and bacteria are lurking on hospital keyboards and phones, staff cell phones and computer tablets, BP cuffs, nursing station registers, manuals, pens, staplers, clipboards and much more. These are all stopped dead in their tracks in less than 60 seconds with a mere push of a button. **UV DeskScan** kills these disease-causing contaminants safely and rapidly without wiping, without sprays and without harmful chemicals. Start today with a safer workplace with **UV DeskScan**, your shield against harmful hospital and clinic fomite germs.

561-531-9398